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Beauty declares itself everywhere as the subject 

of Rachel Hovnanian’s work. But isn’t beauty 

the subject of all art? Arguably, yes. But as 

Hovnanian’s works demonstrate with cumulative 

force, conceptions of beauty in our mediagenic 

age have come a long way from their origins in 

esthetic philosophy. 

Classical esthetics analyzed beauty as a gateway 

to transcendent truth, or as the worldly 

analogue of an incorporeal ideal. Later, religious 

interpreters saw beauty—especially feminine 

beauty—a dangerous delusion, a temptation that 

led humanity away from truth and into loss of 

innocence. When modern art emancipated itself 

from literal representation, meaning seemed 

to emancipate itself from beauty. But Rachel 

Hovnanian re-establishes this connection by 

working in a wide range of demanding media 

to confront how personal beauty is codified and 

embedded in our lives: as a touchstone of social 

prestige and power; as a seemingly unreachable 

prerequisite for sexual confidence; as a commodity 

that can be bought but not owned; and ultimately 

as an obsession that treats growth, maturation, 

aging and death as problems that can be solved 

with money, discipline, a positive attitude and the 

right cosmetics. 

Significantly, Hovnanian’s works combine these 

very modern concerns with more traditional 

aspects of beauty, as well as beauty’s special 

relationship to the feminine. Her paintings, 

drawings and sculpture have always been executed 

with a rigor and refinement informed by past 

masters. Continuing her exploration of beauty’s 

social meanings and costs, Hovnanian’s 2009 

exhibition Power & Burden of Beauty increases 

her scope and the acuity of her gaze, defining 

beauty in consumerist terms that are universally 

recognizable but recreating it in forms that can be 

as bracing as a snowdrift. Her visual vocabulary 

includes pageant winners, their trophies and 

flowers, their tiaras and formal wear. Torturous 

MICHAEL Ê CL I VEÊ
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BEAU T I FU L ,
BEAU T I FU L
WOR L D

Left: BEAUTY QUEEN TROPHY CASE, (detail), 2009, mixed media, 21 1/4 x 90 x 7 inches 
(54 x 229 x 18 cm), edition of 3 plus 1 artist’s proof
Previous overleaf: BEAUTY QUEEN TOTEM, 2009, carrara bianco marble, height: 11 feet (335 cm)
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swimsuits are here, along with cosmetics and the 

retail setting that surrounds them like a modern-

day version of Dr. Caligari’s cabinet. They are 

explored in paintings, drawings, sculpture and 

photographs along with multimedia constructions, 

site-specific installations and film. Individually, 

these works confront viewers with accepted 

notions of beauty as our shared cultural legacy 

of outward appearances. When they are gathered 

into a gallery setting where we mingle with 

them and other viewers, they mediate us as the 

imperative to look good mediates us in our social 

milieu—requiring us to judge, to be judged, to 

compete, to conform.

The power of personal beauty is elaborated and 

acculturated into us from an early age whether we 

like it or not: ritualized in the schoolyard, codified 

in the media, enacted at home and at work. But 

another kind of beauty is on display here too, and 

it prevents Power & Burden of Beauty from being 

sociological fieldwork. By executing her work in 

media that range from stringently classical to 

modern and eclectic, Hovnanian broadly engages 

the historical debate about what constitutes the 

beautiful in art—a conversation that connects 

Socratic inquiry with Keats’ Grecian urn and 

with modern critics such as Arthur Danto. In 

this context, esthetics is a branch of philosophy, 

and a giant marble effigy of a beauty queen 

trophy embodies many subjects at once. Do her 

impossible proportions amount to a platonic 

ideal of beauty, or a gruesome distortion? Is a 

formally modeled drawing of a paunch-sheathing 

swimsuit a classical study, or a death-mask of the 

torso? What happens when, instead of Duchamp’s 

fountain, the gallery displays the contents of our 

own cosmetics drawer? Or puts our own perceived 

dysmorphia inside a frame? 

Look around; you’ll find the results are in plain 

sight, but viewing them requires a mixture 

of courage and canniness. For example, Fun 

House Dressing Room is a devilishly detailed 

installation where distorting mirrors magnify 

the experience of trying on a bathing suit in 

public—a nightmare-simulacrum that’s more real 

than the real thing. Here, as elsewhere, we see 

reflections as if in a knife-blade; although many of 

Hovnanian’s works are formal paintings, drawings 

and sculpture, mirrors are never far away in her 

installations and constructions. Even when they 

are positioned to reflect a beauty statuette, they 

are liable to change direction and purpose as 

the viewers step back in the viewing space and 

glimpse themselves. As one visitor to her 2007 

exhibition Preservation of the Narcissus remarked, 

“nobody passes the mirror without checking 

themselves out. It’s like a car accident. You don’t 

want to look, but you can’t help it.” One conclusion 

is clear: in the tyranny of beauty culture, everyone 

stands in judgment and everyone is judged. 

The work that thematically anchors Power & 

Burden of Beauty is the monumental Beauty 

Queen Totem, which stands some eleven feet tall 

on a victory platform that is archly suggestive 

of a wedding cake. Crowned, gowned and 

sashed on her trophy, this beauty contest winner 

is immediately recognizable, looking at once 

perfect and perfectly wrong. With her ramrod 

posture and a stony blankness in her anonymous 

gaze, she has the impossibly leggy, high-busted 

slimness of a fashion drawing—wasn’t it designer 

Claire McCardell who dubbed this tall, long-

limbed style the “American Look”?—and she 

appears to be stranded in victory, her arms 

full of roses. She looks not merely fragile but 

already annihilated, with hybridized features 

that are devoid of personal identity. And because 

one false move would destroy the grotesquely 

artificial perfection in the folds of her gown, she is 

effectively paralyzed. Even her crown is not quite 

right: rather than a bejeweled tiara, it is a blank 

headpiece formed around a single narcissus bloom, 

Hovnanian’s touchstone for the impermanence of 

beauty and the inevitability of decay.

As if to test the proposition that beauty really 

is “skin deep,” Hovnanian has executed three 

seemingly identical Beauty Queen Totems. One 

is sculpted in creamy Carrara Bianco marble, a 

stone especially suitable to renaissance sculpture, 

religious iconography, and the beauty queen’s own 

characterless face; the other two are cast resin. 

As for the difference and its significance—well, 

to quote the documentary film loop that provides 

a contextual background for all three sculptures, 

Who’s to Judge? There are sly nods to Koons 

and Oldenburg here: Beauty Queen Totem gains 

meaning through its manipulation of scale and 

through idealization pushed into the realm of the 

grotesque. But the more provocative comparison is 

to Gaston Lachaise’s equally monumental bronzes 

of women, fearsome and proud in their fatness. 

While Lachaise ladies violate every criterion 

of modern feminine beauty in their outsized 

bodily proportions, they still project a gorgeous, 

turbocharged eroticism and physical robustness at 

anyone who dares to look at them. They’re bronze, 

lobed, shiny, earthy. By contrast, the white-bread-

hued Beauty Queen Totem, bred and trained to 

embody ideal femininity, seems in the process to 

have been drained of the qualities that feminine 

beauty originally signified: sexual allure and 

fertility. It’s as if she chose to be embalmed while 

still in her twenties, to save time later on.

In America, where we glorify both competition 

and sex, it’s surprising that beauty contests should 

give rise to juiceless paradigms of beauty that 

replace Eros with Hygeia. While the Venus de 

Milo is often cited as the Western standard for 

feminine beauty, the Beauty Queen Totem finds 

an earlier analogue in artifacts such as an ancient 

stone carving known as the Venus of Willendorf, 

which predates classical Greek civilization by 

a good 20,000 years or so, and which seems to 

conform to an ideal more in line with Lachaise. If 

the beauty queen possesses this kind of strength, 

it is reflected in Hovnanian’s fearsome Body 

Armor, a hollow, rigid bathing suit stuck on top of 

a pole. Immaculate yet impossibly sexy, it seems 

to beckon alluringly while warning the viewer 

to keep away. In another example, Trophy Case, 

Hovnanian reconciles the traditional fertility 

symbol’s social/esthetic utility with modern-day 

individual kinkiness by presenting us with a 

department store shelf’s worth of beauty queen 

statuettes. Each trophy exemplifies a variation 

on the beauty theme of bodily proportion while 

retaining her requisite anonymity.

Of course, behind the American beauty queen’s 

anonymity lie all the distinctiveness and 

fragility of any individual. The discipline and 

regimentation of beauty contest culture belie all 

that, but Hovnanian chooses a medium that is 
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2009, mixed media, 21 1/4 x 90 x 7 inches (54 x 229 x 18 cm), edition of 3 plus 1 artist’s proof
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the polar opposite of sculpture—film—to fill us 

in on the lively particulars of the contest circuit. 

A native of Texas, Hovnanian grew up in a 

household where beauty culture was familiar, if 

taboo. Research and shooting for Who’s to Judge 

brought her back to her home state and into 

the company of contest competitors and their 

admirers. Talking to them reveals humor and 

humanity, but also cause for concern: when does 

the grownup beauty imperative begin to take 

hold in little girls, and at what cost? The satirical 

film Little Miss Sunshine and the much-discussed 

pole-dancing episode of Disney’s Hannah 

Montana—performed by Miley Ray Cyrus when 

she was a young teenager, but viewed by ‘tweens 

and younger girls—exposed deep public concern 

over these questions. But they were hardy the 

first. Tom Thumb wedding pageants, first enacted 

during the Civil War era, remained extremely 

popular through the 1920s and continued to be 

staged (and to provoke controversy) through the 

1970s. Clearly, our shared mythology of beauty 

is already ingrained in children at an early age. 

How early? In Beauty Queen Nursery, Hovnanian 

positions a baby girl’s frilly bassinette before a 

wall decorated in a rep pattern of beauty icons, 

capturing that Lacanian moment when the 

infant becomes aware of glamour vortex. Here it 

happens before she is even aware of herself as a 

separate, conscious being.

Eventually, she may seek one of the prizes arrayed 

in Small Dream Crowns: rhinestone tiaras that 

have their own unique, iconographic power, like 

a religious idol. In England, where a well-born 

dowager once needed at least a tiara or two, 

they lost their fashion standing in the transition 

from the Victorian to the Edwardian era in 

part because of their weight. By contrast, Small 

Dream Crowns—authentic beauty tiaras—seem 

weightless as a dream yet impressively large, rising 

in ever-higher layers of scallops and loops. There 

is a charming naivete to these glittering curlicues, 

ornately framed in wedding-cake white with 

Hovnanian’s signature narcissus blossoms. They 

are innocent, yet objects of intense desire. What 

do they signify to a little girl who wants one, or 

an adult woman who wins one? How do they view 

their own femininity and identity on their way to 

winning the beauty crown they desire? 

Probably not as something to be objectified 

and mutilated. But the haunting photographs 

of Simone’s Gloves place the beauty queen in a 

centuries-old tradition of such objectification. 

Gloves such as these were described as “opera-

length” in the days when opera was the highest 

and haughtiest of high arts, but today’s pageant 

participant wears them with her evening gown to 

embrace a triumphantly mass-market standard of 

beauty. The image of a matched pair of sumptuously 

crafted gloves, long and luxurious, projects both 

aftermath and expectation. But on second glance, 

these photographically manipulated images project 

something more; they are distorted, extended to 

a length that goes on beyond “opera” to, perhaps, 

“arachnid” or “simian.” That long-limbed American 

look is here carried to an extreme that is horrifying 

and patently impossible—at least, without the kind 

of physical mutilation caused in ancient China by 

the binding of women’s feet, or in certain cultures 

of Africa and Southeast Asia by the progressive 

application of neck rings starting in early girlhood 

to create the appearance of greatly elongated 

necks. Similarly, the Victorian Era’s highly desired 

hourglass figure came from a lace-up corset that 

often permanently deformed the wearer’s ribcage, 

impairing her ability to breathe.

 

From a safe, culturally relative distance, we look 

upon such mutilation with revulsion. Not so with 

Hovnanian’s Wall of Confidence, which presents 

an equally extreme spectacle that confronts us 

every day on our home turf: cosmetics retailing. 

In this ironically (and hilariously) titled work, 

beauty-cream jars are arrayed like a marching 

band at halftime, apparently identical except for 

the advertising slogans on their labels—all quoted 

from actual products. The promise of “confidence” 

is the mass-marketer’s act of repressive 

desublimation, taking away what it seems to be 

offering. Hovnanian pushes this double jeopardy 

one step further with Beauty Queen Vending 

Machine, which conflates retailing and beauty 

competition: the object of this familiar arcade 

game is to grab a beauty trophy with that tricky, 

remotely operated mechanical claw. But in order to 

play, you’ve got to pay. Is this beauty game rigged? 

Is winning even possible? The viewer, like the 

cosmetics buyer, can only guess.

Which brings us back to Hovnanian’s role in 

the discourse on beauty in art. If only by dint 

of the range and focus of the works in Power & 

Burden of Beauty, Hovnanian would take an 

important place in this discourse. But her identity 

as a woman artist inevitably deepens her role. 

The relative absence of women artists continued 

right through the 20th century, when the expected 

surge of post-1970s women artists never really 

fulfilled expectations. To some observers, at least, 

it seemed ironic that Judy Chicago’s work, which 

called society to account for the relative absence 

of women artists, did so through the medium 

of porcelain painting—a kind of esthetic ghetto 

where women were traditionally permitted to 

practice art as long as they weren’t too serious 

about it. It was to this realm that Angelica 

Kauffmann’s work was belatedly relegated and 

safely minimized.

Hovnanian has not only stepped into this 

relative vacuum, but she has refused to 

compromise in subject or technique—attacking a 

traditionally feminine problem with traditionally 

masculine tools. Her work inhabits a world in 

which personal beauty is endlessly commodified, 

measured and contested; the fact that we all 

live there too does not diminish its power to 

appall. She is asking us, as viewers, to consider 

how our conditioned response to surface beauty 

substitutes for deeper, more enduring notions 

of the beautiful in just the same manner that 

consumption substitutes for deeper values. 

And with her potent brand of esthetic bait-

and-switch—an alluring surface paired with a 

densely allusive message about the tyranny and 

the transience of beauty—Hovnanian provides a 

viewing experience not unlike watching the arc 

of a boomerang in flight. It’s captivating, but it 

may be right on target for your neck.

Michael Clive, a cultural reporter who lives in 

the Litchfield Hills of Connecticut, has written 

for the Whitney Museum of American Art and the 

American Foundation for Art Research. He is the 

recipient of a 2009 fellowship from the National 

Endowment for the Arts.
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TROPHY CASE
2009, mixed media, 14 x 60 x 6 inches (36 x 152 x 15 cm), edition of 3 plus 1 artist’s proof
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2009, photograph in archival ink printed on watercolor paper with artist’s “Royal Icing Narcissus” 
frame © in paint and foam, 24 x 24 inches (61 x 61 cm), each edition of 6 plus 2 artist’s proofs

SMALL DREAM CROWNS
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2009, (detail left), photograph in archival ink 
printed on paper, two sizes: 72 x 23 inches (183 x 
58 cm) and 56 x 19 inches (142 x 48 cm), 
each size: edition of 3 plus 2 artist’s proofs

SIMONE’S GLOVES
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2009, mixed media installation, variable dimensions

FUN HOUSE
DRESSING ROOM
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2009, cold cast marble, reinforced fiberglass and lacquer, 
55 x 28 x 20 inches (140 x 71 x 51 cm), edition of 6 plus 2 artist’s proofs

BODY ARMOR
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2009, charcoal on paper, 60 x 40 1/2 inches, (152 x 103 cm)

SIZE 18

2009, oil on canvas, 86 x 60 inches (218 x 152 cm)

WHITE MIRACLE SUIT BEFORE
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WHO’S
TO JUDGE?

2009, documentary short, 12 minutes, 3CCD video/Avid Symphony
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2009, (details), unique photograph with mixed media, 30 x 30 inches (76 x 76 cm)

TEXAS BEAUTY QUEEN CREAM
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2009, wall sculpture with mixed media, 48 x 96 x 6 inches
(122 x 244 x 15 cm), edition of 2 plus 1 artist’s proof

WALL OF CONFIDENCE, TEXAS BEAUTY QUEEN CREAM
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2009, (installation view), mixed media, 96 x 120 inches (244 x 305 cm) 

BABY’S NURSERY 
WALLPAPER
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